MEMORY CORRECT
Electronic Typewriter

Inserting Paper
Note: Your typewriter handles 12" wide paper and a 3" typing line. Standard bond printer stock is recommended for best quality. Copper paper, erasable voni, and very heavy textured bond paper do not print well with Correctable Film ribbon. For these paper types, we recommend High Density Correctable Film or Multi-Strike ribbons. If typing stencils, use those specifically designed for your paper:

1. Insert paper securely in the slot behind the platen (2) against the paper alignment mark. (For 12" wide paper, center on the platen area.)
2. Advance paper by using the platen knob (6), Index Up/Down feature, or Return key.
3. Push the paper release lever (4) back, and straighten the paper if necessary. Return lever to original position.
4. Make sure the protective cover is in its original position.

Margins
Margins are preset depending on your pitch setting. They all for 12 Pitch 12 Pitch 15 Pitch
Left Margin 12 14 18
Right Margin 72 86 108

Changing Margins
When you need to change the margins, follow the instructions below:
1. Press Back Space or Spacebar to desired left margin.
2. Press Margin Unit key.
3. Press Spacebar or desired right margin.
4. Press Code + Margin Unit keys.

Print Code + Margin Unit keys.
Note: To signal that you are near the right margin, your typewriter will beep once if 5 spaces before the right margin.

Platen Knob/Variable Line Spacing
Rotate the platen knob to position the paper up or down at variable line positions.

Removing Paper
To remove paper, pull the paper release lever back and gently pull the paper out of the machine.

Turning the Typewriter Off
When typing is completed, move the power switch to Standby. We suggest you unplug the typewriter if it will not be used for an extended period of time.

Clearing a Tab
Both types of tabs are cleared the same way.
1. Position print hammer at tab setting.

Clearing All Tabs
Press and hold Code + Tab (C) until 2 beeps sound. If you are positioned at a tab stop, you will hear 2 beeps.

Pitch
Your typewriter has been designed with three pitch capabilities. To set the Pitch:
Press Code + Tab 8 for 10 Pitch.
Press Code + 1 for 15 Pitch.
Press Code + 2 for 15 Pitch.
Unit beeps when selecting pitch.
Note: Your typewriter is set at 10 pitch. Change the printwidth if you select another pitch. Changing pitch in the middle of a line erases Correction Memory. However, after the new pitch is selected, Correction Memory begins again.

Repeat Action
All keys will automatically repeat when held down except the keys on your keyboard.
Keyboard 1 characters: A - Z
Format
Each time you turn on your typewriter, a preset format is activated. It is set for general typing purposes. These settings remain effective until you change them.

Impression Control
Impression control is the force used by the print mechanism to strike the paper. When you turn the typewriter on, it is set at medium. You can change to light or heavy impression. It is recommended that you select heavy impression when typing on carbon. For normal typing, use medium impression. To set impression control:
1. Press Code + Impression (I) key for light impression.
2. Press Code + Medium Impression (M) key for medium impression.
3. Press Code + Heavy Impression (H) key for heavy impression.

On-Line Correction
The typewriter can automatically correct characters in a one-line memory buffer called the Correction Memory. You can easily correct characters no longer in Correction Memory using Off-Line correction. After correcting an error you can quickly return to your previous typing position.

Correct Key
Use CorRECTing eraser(s) in Correction Memory,:
1. Position the print hammer on the incorrect character and then press Correct. Hold down the spacebar to continue correcting. or press Back Space and then Correct again until all characters are removed.
2. Type correct text.
3. Press Code + Reloc (Return) if necessary to relocate the unit.
4. Unit beeps.
5. Note: You erase Correction Memory when you turn off the typewriter or press Return

WordEraser Key
Use WordEraser for erasing words in Correction Memory.
1. Position the print hammer on the character in the right most word to be corrected, and then press WordEraser once for each word to be erased. If you press WordEraser while between words, the word to the left of the space will be deleted.
2. Type correct text.
3. Press Code + Reloc (Return) if necessary to relocate the unit.

Off-Line Correction
To correct an error not in the current line:
1. Press Code + Up (D). Down (T), or Return to position the print hammer on the line containing the incorrect character.
2. Press Back Space or Spacebar to move to incorrect character.
4. With correction case mistakes, select the incorrect character to remove. It will be the correct character.

Half Space
The Half Space feature is used when making corrections when you omit a character or type one too many. When the Half Space feature is activated, the typewriter maintains a half space to the right. Regular spacing returns when the Half Space feature is deactivated.

Adding a Character
1. Press Code + WordEraser to erase error.
2. Press Back Space to position the character one space before the first character of the erased word.
3. Press Code + Half Space (Spacebar) key to remove half space. Unit beeps.
4. Type correct word.
5. Press Code + Half Space (Spacebar).

Correcting Superscript and Subscript
To correct errors made while using Superscript or Subscript:
1. Press Code + Sub (S) or Sup (P) key.
2. Type correct text.

Important:
1. Press Code + WordEraser to erase error.
2. Press Code + Half Space (Spacebar) to remove half space, and then press Return key. Unit beeps.
3. Type the correct word.
4. Press Code + Half Space (Spacebar) to deactivate half space.

Office Underlines
You can automatically underline just the words or the words and spaces using the Auto Underline feature.

Manual Underline
You can manually type under the first character of the text to be underlined.

Typling Superscript
Type Superscript by holding down the Shift key.

Typling Subscript
Type Subscript by holding down the Shift key.

Superfaces/Infatures
Your typewriter can create superface and subscript characters.

Encoded Text
You can enhance your text by using Bold, Auto Center, Underline, Superscript and Subscript.

References:
1. Press Code + Bold (B) Unit beeps.
2. Type text, then press Code + Bold (B) to deactivate Bold

Important:
1. Press Code + All (A) to deactivate Underlines
2. Type text here.
3. Press Code + All (A) to deactivate Underlines

Auto Center
This feature automatically centers text between current margins. To use Auto Center:
1. Press Code + Center (C) Unit beeps.
2. The carrier moves to the center of the margin.
3. Type text, the carrier will backlash in half space increments for each character typed.

Note: If you mistype, press Code + Center to recenter. If you decided to change your mind, press Return prior to entering text.

Note: Save all packing materials. This typewriter should be repacked as shipped for shipment or storage.

This diagram depicts only basic features. For operation on connected offerings, see specific instructions in the Quick Reference Guide at the end of these instructions. The typewriter is designed for standard conditions such as changing without notice.
Multi-Strike Film with Cover-Up Correction

1. Drop the film (same as pin hammer and typewriter) and type with type style name facing you.

2. Push the pin hammer lever back to secure the pin hammer.

3. Replace the correction card and pin hammer.

4. Return the protective cover to its original position.

5. Return the switch to the operating position.

Important: If incorrect characters are printed, after changing the pin hammer, turn the typewriter off, then on.

Cleaning

Do not attempt to disassemble the typewriter to clean.

Important: Always unplug the machine before cleaning using solutions on its surfaces.

Printwheel

To remove residue, dip the characters into a small container of ethyl or isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) and wipe with a clean dry cloth. Do not soak the printwheel.

Inserting the Ribbon Cassette

1. Turn the gear wheel on the bottom of the cassette in the direction indicated by arrows (usually to the right).

2. Snap the ribbon cassette into the typewriter.

3. Return the protective cover to its original position.

Important: Always unplug the machine before cleaning using solutions on its surfaces.

Printwheel

If the original packing materials are not available or the carrier cannot be put into the proper position, follow the instructions on the newspaper and insert on each side of the carrier until all open spaces are filled to capacity.

Cleaning

1. Use box slightly larger than the typewriter.

2. Place the typewriter in a large plastic bag.

• BEFORE CLEANING any part of your unit, make sure it is unplugged.

• WHEN FINISHED TYPING, switch to STANDBY or OFF and let it be off for an extended period. Unplug unit for a complete cut off from the main electrical circuit.

Warning: To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do NOT expose unit to rain or moisture.

Product Consumer Warranty

Limited Warranty

90 Day Warranty

Smith Corona warrants this typewriter against defects in material or workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of original purchase for use, and agrees to repair or, at our option, replace any defective unit without charge for either parts or labor. Proof of Purchase will be required.

Limited Warranty

Following the first 90 days from the date of purchase thereafter until 5 years from the date of purchase Smith Corona will replace any defective part at no charge. There will be a standard charge for labor and the cost of transportation.

Important: This warranty does not cover damage resulting from accident, misuse or abuse, any modification or alteration of the typewriter unit to the other than the recommended replacement or voltage, nor does it cover blanket replacement of all parts of the unit.

IMPORTANT: THIS WARRANTY IS VOID WHEN SERVICING OR REPAIRS ARE PERFORMED BY A NON-AUTHORIZED LOCATION. This warranty does not cover shipping expenses and is from any service location.

Note: NO OTHER WARRANTY, WRITTEN, OR VERBAL, IS AUTHORIZED BY Smith Corona. This warranty applies to units sold in the United States and Puerto Rico only.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above exclusions and limitations may not apply to you.

Smith Corona Consumer Services
899 Route 13 South
P.O. Box 909
Cranbury, NJ 08512-0909

FCC Statement

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, may cause interference to radio and television reception. It has been type tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device in accordance with the specifications in Subpart J of Part 15 of the FCC Rules. When used to design and conform to reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation.

This equipment is radiating energy and should be installed and used with a minimum of 8 feet between the radiator and your body. It is a Class B digital device and meets the requirements of the FCC rules.

Smith Corona 899 Route 13 South
Cranbury, NJ 08512-0909
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